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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
ONE-G ANNOUNCES INCLUSION OF G1000 SIMULATOR IN ACCESS PROGRAM 

 
Seattle, WA (6/5/2019) - Seattle company one-G simulation announces their Cessna 172 
G1000 based flight simulator is now available on a per-per-use basis via the popular one-G 
Access Program. The one-G Foundation 1000 is approved as an Advanced Aviation Training 
Device (AATD) and includes a faithful model specific instrument panel based on the Garmin® 
G1000. Since the one-G Access Program launch in 2015, qualifying flight schools have 
benefited from having the option of adding an FAA Approved AATD to their fleet with no upfront 
cost, and with the addition of this G1000 based variant to the program, schools now have more 
avionics options to choose from. one-G simulation produces their own software and hardware 
solutions in-house, including the high fidelity G1000 avionics emulator. In addition to the new 
panel configuration, the Foundation 1000 device includes active control loading for the yoke as 
well as enhanced intercom audio features. 
 
Since program inception, one-G Access has changed the business landscape of integrating 
simulation with traditional flight training by removing barriers to entry commonly found with 
equipment purchase or lease options. Adding the Foundation 1000 to the program aligns with 
the company’s desire to provide solutions for schools operating a broader and more 
technologically advanced aircraft fleet, thereby substantially increasing market reach. Xylon 
Saltzman, one-G’s CEO, said, “The addition of the Foundation 1000 to the Access Program is 
the culmination of years of development and testing. Our extant customers helped us achieve 
this milestone through their valuable product feedback and extensive beta test cycles. We have 
already seen the college and university market embrace this product; paired now with Access 
we expect significant program growth.”  
 
The one-G Foundation 1000 variant was originally commissioned as a custom project and 
developed through the one-G research and development unit, Creative Solutions Studio (CSS). 
Qualifying flight schools may now apply to receive a Foundation or Foundation 1000 through the 
one-G Access program on a pay-per-use basis.   
 
one-G simulation is a Seattle based flight simulation firm that designs and builds FAA approved 
model specific AATDs, and a host of other aviation related training products. For more 
information please contact Dave Rider, Vice President at 888.751.1011 | info@flyone-g.com 
 
To schedule an interview with Xylon Saltzman or for Hi-Res images please contact Piedra 
Stone at 888.751.1011 | piedra@flyone-g.com 
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